Memoirs of a Sex and Prostitute Addict

I was a sex and prostitute addict for over 10 years. It all started back in the mid 1990s when I
was a student. I was a young guy who had enormous fears approaching and getting women.
My lack of sexual gratification led me to go to a prostitute. Gradually over the years my visits
to prostitutes became more and more frequent. Eventually I realised that my life had become
out of control. I went to a therapist and told her everything. In the first years of my recovery I
kept a blog charting my progress and my experiences. This book is based on a selection of
blog articles where I have recorder my memoirs. There are stories of crazy experiences in
dodgy red-light districts, stories of me leading a double life, stories of the struggles my
girlfriend at the time went through when she discovered the truth about me. Through this book
I want to reach out to people and tell them that they are not alone. Recovery is possible.
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addiction on Sunday Morning. With adult magazines, prostitutes, massage parlors, and then
Internet Her latest book, Desire: Where Sex Meets Addiction (Simon & Schuster), is part
memoir, part.
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